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REVEI-ATION : STRATEGY OF DEVELOPPMENT

" Be you perfect even as I am perfect."

God our father invites us because He knows that perfection is the creature's
evolution attainment, he also knows that she can't reach ilerfection without his heip.
God, our Father is love and merry and when those two^ qualitieJ uri iogitii& 

^it 
Jv

become ministry.

This divine ministry is put into practice:

- Through tlre T'bo.ught Adjruters as acting in the creature,s mind and functions as a
tecnruque ol conjoint revelational evolution. In this process the creature's choices are
soverelgn.

- Through the spirit of truth, a gift of Jesus to the human mind, to guide us toward truth.
. /955 ARANTUFoundaion All rigtxs reseled.
The material used herein ftonr tle UMNIU Mk is used by permksiort . Any artktic representation(s), interpretation(s),

opinion(s) and/or conclusiott(s) - wtwlher stated or intplied - are tlnse of the author(s) and not necessary rcpresent the views of
uRANrrA Fouadation ( or uRANrrA bothalnod or any of its afiliated societies ).
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-.Through.the Invisible Brotherhood, from the top of the hierarchy to the midwavers asthey f_uncJion on planets. This ministry then, is pirt of a whole revelatory ptun#tti.tt i.described in paper 52.

We would like-to put back the URANTIA papers in this third manifestation of ourheavenly .Father's love and Fercyr try to und,irstand the motiid-i;ok l"to itri
Ioreseeable consequences and work out an organizational and strategical plan ofdevelopment in harm-o_ny with our unseen frierids for the uns"mit, r3*i."'ot--ouiplanetary lJrothers and Sisters and the hightening of the spiritual level of URANTIA.

While reading,URnNl,tA papers number 52 and seq., we notice. that the global
material, intellectual,and spirituai evolutio.ns of a given plari6t proceed in a progrfsJiu;,
simultaneous and well oT{lergd yuy with discontin[ities fonctuited, as th.y 6uoiue, *i*isuccessive Revelationl. T,hal} why the Revelations are irot some rinrehtdd eventi oi iplanet life for evolution itself connects them together. From a carefui ii"Ov of pipliSZ
we could reason out what would the next URANITIA Revelation be if oui liti"Jtiial "o:i
a decimal one !

. Then, the URANTIA pap-ers -fit into a modified pattern, which has been worked
gyt by_r-o-e, personalities of the highest spiritual levbl in our swenth s"druti;;r.
lhose papers are.may be the adequat answei in response to those questions ihe present
level of material, intellectual and spiritual level of URANTIA has dcumulated sihce the
last Revelation.

,_ _ A*uys, evolution and spiritual progression have been re-strained by prejudices and
rgnorance specially. on ogr planet where the consequence of the Lucifef rbUettion led to
q.uarantlne a.nd uruversal circuits rupture ( Paper 53 ). The imminent Lucifer judgment
should be followed by the.end of th.dt.qu,araltryq.and]he nominatioo of i ne*"t6fi;i;t
Prince . Therefore it would be logical-the Invisible Brotherhood intervenes to DreDare
this new cgmilg period and helps the struggle of URANTIA poputationJ fi"firf th;
lgnorance tn whtch the quarantine immersed them. The URANTIII papers shduld seem
to answer this double purpose. The picture of the entire life is siowtv reconstituins:
helping us to. come to a-betier and larler urderstanding of things, *"unlngr ild ;;il;:,
a bit like this helicopter passenger who discovers the-road thlt'led him-before to ini
heliport. He can.see,lhe traffic jam and thepos-sible diversions. the unrolling oi t itis a"a
the sequence of villages, the 

-cutting 
of fields and woods. While contefrrplatine thi

untolding landscape tromhis helicopter, he realizes theroad fitsinto a globil plail, the
clltterent parts of the landscape are interdependant. While driving to lhe heiiport he
9xPp.{t^9nc-ed the curves of the road, now whi-le flying over he undeistands its laying out
its difficulties and can help for.

_ In my opinion, to live cosmically is a bit like this. To understand the global plan
lld try to join, in recognizing the urges, the joy and the educative and formalive eaithlv
litevalues, but also in setting his ideals and motives on the spiritual level. the level of thi:
soul, of_ the unselfish service, the quality of personal relationship and ihe desire to do
our Father's will.

To that extend, the URANTIA Book is a precious tool, therefore, the studv
meditation and the experience of_its. teaclings should enlight our mind " the arena o'f
choice " and enable uS to make choices clotfier to our Faiher's will. Our frappiness ii
proportional to our cosmical adaptation.

In many years from now, I think the URANTIA Book will become the bed-side
book of the inhabitants of our planet. The life of the soul, the survival will become a
reality for most of the men cleaied from all secular traditions. This also means that we
will be reconnected with the universe for we will be intellectually and spiritually
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conscious of the Invisible Brotherhogd. Jtren, we_ will live the fourth phase of the
Kingdom, " the next age of man " the idea Jesus has developed in paper 170.

But it's not yet the time and we should prepare those great events by trvine to live
among ourselves and in our daily life the- ph-ase numbei two of the'Kiired'om. bv
tjldfttg, protecting, translating, and spreading those papers with wisdom 

'and

olscnrrunatron.
.kt't."organize in order to welcome in due time spiritualy hungry people that

certainly will knock on the door of the Spiritual Brotherhorid of beiieversl 
"

In East Europe, after more than 40 years of Stalinism and freedom frustration, the
maturation of events has become such- that suddenly the Gorbatchevian spark'has
caused the explosion. Within 48 hours the Berlin Wall collapsed and we can see
incredible changes unthinhable a few hours earlier. To be acceited bv the population
itself and by the international community, the changes must be^done from ihsfde. The
old totalitary system cg-llapses but fortunately a highe-r system of social organrzation does
exist and is avditaUte: Derirocrary.

within the decades to come, I think that sudden and swift chanees will occur in the
religio"s domain. Is this present slow maturation process period uled to prepare thii
spiritual alternative repreiented by the Fifth Revelalion ? Is the reactualize,i -brruee ol
Jesus ready to r_emovqin the main languages, metaphysical anxieties that will undofibtly
beset men ? Is the example given by the qu:ality of relationship between oui
organisations. that are suppos-ed to spread ihis newgospel, so attractive that they become
centers of spiritual attraction ? Are the study grouls 

-sufficiently 
spread throughout the

world to welcome those new truth seekers ? 
- -

, When the,profit for profit motivation will be replaced by the seruice motivation,
wnen {noley will represent no more than a means to the service of spiritual causes
instead of an end in itself, when.Truth, Beauty and Goodness climb the slcale of values,
so that, they take the first place in the heart oi men, will the task we think we have been
in charge of by the Invisible Brotherhood be carried out?

The level of saturation, enabling URANTIA to reject, from inside, this unbridled
run toward selfish profits that starves-two thirds of the ptan6t has not yei been reached.
But, is the present Ievel very far from it ?

Profit motivation has not yet been replaced by $ervice motivation. Therefore very
few Brothers do accept those papers and this co'nfirms the idei tt ai *" are at the
beginning of t_h9 preparation phhse. Let's not take shortcuts. In mv opinion it would be
clangerous and immature to look for the.the quantity of readers " at alicosts", before, we
mlst be organized. we need to organize tliroughbut the world many nuct'ei of reallv
reborn women and men, who understand what evolution is, cosmically-live in their daily
life Jesus' Gospel and bear the spiritual fruits.

The URANTIA Book is a creation of the Invisible Brotherhood and the desire to
enter their service begins by the concern_to obey to the guidelines the Revelators have
Sjven and which become nieaningful with what'has beei said befoii. Gfr ri-"-U"i
those four guidelines.

Protect the original tm:

The Gospelof.Jesus is reactlalized,.adapted to the new centuries to comg. It
disturbs the seitled ideas, as Jesus disturbed the'scribes and
restores the truth and
orsturDs tne settlecl lcleas, as Jesus disturbed the scribes and preachers of the Temole. it
restores the truth .and_.p.tgposes a planetary acceptable reiigion without -atetiaL'oi
intellectual constraint. Wittr-care we must watch ov^er the origiial text not Uei"g r"oOitvrnrerlecrual constrarnt. wltn care we must watch over the original text not beine modifu
and precisely this is the role of the Foundation copyrighi. According to tfie Beri
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Convention, the U,$.A recently s.ign-ed ( q"d of 1988 ), L5 years remains before the end
""Jlt-l.g"u-tt91e_ction. The oiigiial teit i,s,spread orit e"o'ugh1o u. i.it-ptot".i"o u"othe etd of tfr-e copyright will noibring trouble.
",^.,^_But^19-P^1ol..t the text is also to prevent from unfair use by authors looking for
nctlon matenal, or so.

"f *:",*?d*TFsKffi rff 'tfJ1'f,*'Hl#;i."€#ii:3"f i'i}l;fl ?,'#H5fl,#;
associations or societies for^they are only distinctive trade marLi anO not u purt of it "
Revelation itself. Indeed, for ieveral y-ears, a Spanish author, Juan BENITEZ; h;;
produced Tovg$ and fictions that incluile pages and pages from the URANTIAE66k,
po-nctuate{ yith personal comments as Jbs-hua rovtid 

-to 
play *at sames and othei

rubbish of that kind, A public controversial discussion aboul this c-oncern has been
worked out in Sp_3in, The plagiarism is such that in front of a law court thii author would
loose tor sure. We have inlbrmed many times the Foundation since 1"985. To me, this
sets a dangerous precedent. " Defend it irr loose it " as sav our U.S friends !
. .Eut the-protection of the text does not concern only the legal aspect. It has also to
do with translations and here we deal with the second of lhe reveiators advices.

Trwulations:

.T!.y r.em.ain the only way_for a planetary spreading of the Revelation. If the french
ranslatron had not.been nagg , no tiench speaking $oups of readers would have
budded-throughout the world. The community oT reade"rs"must produc. u"rv hish quaiiw
translations, reflecting as objectiygly ?n0 faithfully as possible not onty itea'J anf
concepts but also and most especially the spirit anci the Spiritual fragranc6 of the texi
lLd^gig -r_equires from the tranilators 

- 
specific qualities ( Oe?iCteO in Henri

BEGEMANN's article: " Translating the uitANTrA' Book-.' bti"t'.d 
-i" 

th; Gi6;
number 22) thatprofessional translat6rs obviously cannot hold. 

I

A translation that would be in accordance with the statements of BEGEMANN's i
article would stand on itself as a reference and I think that nobody would ne"a toluul u
second one. If such was not the case, then *e *ouiO-r""-i"'u ;;; future s"ueiii
translations in any particllar language. The URANTIA Book is surely on the way to
become a bestseller in a few decades and the copyright that protects it'from " slaslibd "
translations will cease in.15 years. Then, if great ql,utIty transfations are nor available at
that time, we lln the risk to see on the markdt, pdor, mutilated , interpreted even
perverted translations,.striking a. llow to the spirit-of the Revelati6n. To'protect the
Revelation is also to think, to anticipate and to a-ct on this domain.

We are .a group.of readers^having actively.in mind the advisability of building a
network of dedicated readers from all couniries, willing and capabie to transiate
benevolently and together create an international agency 

-whose 
pulrpose would be to

guide,..advise and take in charg-e_ the coming problems ioncernin'g tr'anslations, whose
capability and seriousness would be built on- the spiritual, intelGctual and t6chnical
qualities of .its members and whose undeniable mbral weight would guarantee the
readers of the quality of translations. At the same time his- natural au"thority would
prevent from future outbursts.

Readers interested in translasting are welcome and must contact the C.E.R.D.H.
Yuny translators !uug- already joined-. qnd a gathering has been planned during the
rassover vacanons ln Montwilargenne ( .brance ).

The bookfrom person to pemon:

The URANTIA Book holds concepts and ideas that are not yet ready to be
accepted by international communities. Those concepts and ideas coul6 be attacked by
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ill-disposed individuals who could criticize and isolate them from their context or use
them to achieve a personal and selfish purpose. We live in the times of preparation and
we must be " sly as the snake but harmless as the dove ". As long as the 

-events 
were not

mat!{e, Jesus did not try to enter in open conflict with the Sanhe?rin, on the contrary he
did flee the contact despairing Sigron-and Judas... In my opinion, it would be wise nrit to
use advertisment or marketing. The reader ready to iet the Book will find it anvwav.
The Invisible Brotherhood is-at work. If we did not-wholeheartedly believe thii. we
would have then no faith in their " service ".

'lhis cloes not mean that we shouid remain passive, not at all, everyone of us has
his role to play for the sprgpding of Ihe.URANTIA t_eqcfrings, through th'e technique of

This does not mean that we should remain
his role to play for the spreading of the URANTIA teachings, through the technique of
Pprson to person !gnt?.c]. This contact shouli be established througtithe contagiorisness
of unselfish love. The life of the reader should be an inspiring and Ittractive exlmple, so
that the truth seeker would come to the point of askine hims-elf what leads the reddei to
so behave. This technique is the most efficient for it usies the call of the spirit. It must be
clear that the book itself does not make the believer bear the fruits of ihe spirit and I
often.listen to^people wh,o sqV: " I do jrot.need. llre URANTIA Bool< iri order toonen llsten to peopre wno say: " I do not need th
experience my faith in God and serve my Brothers ". F,. For sure they are right, but I would
state also that:

" Men's ten"estrial qryentgtion, hk cosmic insight, and his spiitual
dircctionization are all enhanced by a better comprehension of iniverse
realities and their teclmiques of interassociation,
unificatiort " ( 106.0.1 )

And it's precisely what reading the URANTIA Book brings.

. The .technique the Revelators recommend us is the contact of person to person:
one is giving, the other receiving. Bonds of friendship thus weave between readbrs and
the spiritual kingdom of the Father will become harmoniously established. This new
Human Brotherhood on URANTIA must be created accordiire to this technique of
service. Those readers who live phase number one of the Kiri'gdom ( flA.4.2^) wilt
spontaneously gather together to study the Book and form study-froup. Thus becciming
the social body of the movement.

The smdy groups:

Jesus also came on URANTIA to bring a new Revelation of his Father to the
people of the planet. The first believers, like Paul, while substituing the idea of a social
institution - the churc! -.to tbe Kingdom of God in the human heirt, then, the catholic
church while.appropriating Jesus as the redeemer of its faithful hlve einpted Jesus'
message, of .the planetary meaning to confine it in a deviated and indirect religion.
Obviously, the other races.or people whose traditions are not Christian, don't recognize
Jesus as tneff splntual gulde.

The Fifth Revelation is a. planetary. one gnd_i1 would be dangerous for its unfolding
to repeat the same error and to associate the Urantia look with a group, a race, a
country, a continent. Likewise it would be an error to confine the Fifth-Revelation in a
structure such as a society, a Brotherhood or a church with member cards, subscriptions,
president, privileges and of course the without rank, the excluded, the for and againstj
the power rivalries, the internal struggles for th-e -mastering of control, the ego coiflicts,
the frantic run for the " efficiency af all cost ", leaving o-ut spontan6ity, crEativity-anci
differences.

In the meantime we shoulcl be organized and the means to accomplish the task
that seems to be given to us should be given. A deep consicleration is essential and

and
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l.::,t^tj1?-f?:.j_t_^.o,nOitions at the end our success or failure, our union or desunion; itbuilds our tuture. The basements that are built today will decide of-tfrJ O"riE" o1inihouse of tomorrow.

This orgwtization should be:

: Thg social expression of our faith and unity in God. The social natural
rnevitable consequence of the individual believer fruits of the spirit.
- A center for consideration, maturation and profound studv of the
reactualized teach.ings_of the Godspel of Jesus a"o it. ;Jro.iuirJ

;.-o=1T,919q,of tfe Fifth Revelation and also a center for preparuiib" u"a
training of leaders and teachers.

- Finaly, a driving belt, a tool enabling us to prepare
in operation the itrategy the Revelato"rs worrted'out
the Revelation on URANTIA.

This orgutizaion shouldbe able to:

- Stimulate the spiritup! growth. of .every one through the fraternal and
lntlmate association with other believers; preserve our spiritual unity in
God the Father of all and in Jesus our credtor.

- Promote the necessary tolerance and flexibility-to free and enriching
expressions of different bpinions and interpretatibns.

- Answer both on the local and the planetary level the needs
associdtion of God seekers and integrate 

'the 
diverse levels

socialization.

Our success will be measured by the spiritual fragance our association will exhalb,
pv tf,e inspiration it 1vrll cause, by the attraciion it will"provote on-itre ttuttr seet eri ani
Dy capaDlllU as a llvlng org.qltism to evolve, to adapt itself to the necessity of times and
events, to incorporate the different races, cultures ahd religious expressioni.

. Tit living organism is_may be already coming into existence for it is the sum of the
9It]T]131._9 :1"91_gr?ups throughout the planet that-have started establishing contici
among themselves and progressively generate a natural structure.

the future, to bring
for the spreading oT

creativity,
religious

rules of

for
of

This " living organism " will take credit in respectinq the
:pontaneorlsness- and unicity of groups as well as their sociai, cult[ral and
background.. Merely, on the 

-.levi:l 
of group associations, iimpte

representativeness will progressively occur.

Each.study group will be organized at one's convenience so that it meets the
preoccupat&ns, the manifested and unmanifested needs in accordance with the field it
groyl o* lhe study group is. concerned with the study of the Book, but also it is a
tralnlng ilelds. where the teachings of the Book can be put in practice in the very heart of
the group. It is at the same time a psychological support, an intellectual upholder and a
traternal and spiritual family. Most of the time a le-ader is required to consolidate the
group. tsut a leader as Jesus was a leader !

This grgup association will enable us to resolve problems that are beyond the
group level. This federation will organize its functionin! on the representative model
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and will be endowed with the means that will enable it to live and to function. Merely
concerned with material problems, it will take in charge translations, sponsor anil
uphold study groups and resolve other difficulties that will Irise for sure.

The secret of the success lies on the actual experience of phase one of the
Kingdom ( 170-4-2 ): 

" The personal and inward experi^ence of the spiritual life of the
fellowship of individual believer with God the Father " for those bdlievers will act in
harmony with .the__divine gi!-ts that urge to follow the same way. On that level of
behaviour, the intellectual differences are left behind.

Represeltativeness is the universal method that rules group functioning. It is based
upon voluntarism and ability. The spiritual rnaturiry of the merirbers is the cornerstone
of the harmonious and unselfish funitioning of the gtoup.

This article is only a frame for meditation and consideration. We are waiting for
reader and study group commentaries and we would share their view on how t6 be
organized.

Blennes, France.
G. MICHELSON.DUPONT

{ < 8 * * * * * * * * * * *

LAWS

our physical world.
Ever since B-oggt BACON science has been organized so as to discover the laws of
hysical world. The work is certainly not compiete. but evervbodv is aware of the

progress -made. However, we know qui
spiritual laws must exist. The UrantiaRr

work is certainly not complete, but everybody is aware of the
q we_know quite well that beyond physical iaws, mental ande. However, we_know quite well that beyond physlcal iaws, mental and

must exist. The Urantia Book not only telis us thal these law! do exist butspm
gives many examples.

We can find either simple principles, the equivalent, in a way, of the principles of
thermodynamics.

Examples:

- " Cosmic mind is conditioned by time.' ( g-4-4 )

- " Space is measured by time, not time by space., ( 130-4-5 )
- " Cosmic ntinQ, when not associated with either ener&l or spiit, is

t:r!i9r!to the gravity demands of neither mateial nor spiituaTcircuits.!''
( e-6-s )

Or true laws of proportionnality. These laws may be physical as :
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- " The anywhere-present velocity of energ represent : the initial
endowment of velocity, minus retardation by mass encountered in transit,
plus the regulatory function of the living enetgl controllers of the
superuniversb and the physical influence of near-by hWy heated or
heavily charged bodies." ( 15-8-6 )

O r a s :

- " The increase of mass in matter is equal to the increase of energ divided
by the square of the velocity of light. In a dynamic sense the work which
restrng matter can perform is equal to the ener&t expended in bringing its
partslogether from Paradise minus the resistance of the forces overcome in
transit and thi attraction exerted by the parts of matter on one Another."
( 42-4-1 )

Mental, social or spiritual laws are somewhat more complexe for they may include
one domain or the whole of the non-physical data.

- n The argumentative defense of any propontion is inversely
proportional to the truth contained." ( 48-7-28 )

- " There is a direct relationship between matuity and the unit of
time conciousness in any given intellect.' ( 118-1'3 )

- " The mass of expeience is determined by depth of concept plus
totality of recognition of the reality of the extemal.' ( 102-4-3 )

- ') The motion of experience equals 'the force of expectant-
imagination plus the keenness of the sensoty discovery of the external
qualities of contacted reality.' ( 102-4-3 )

and inversly wi

ratio.

( i.e the ability to 
-discover 

beauty in things,

- " The population must vary d,
uersly with a grerystandard ofand inversly with a given standard of liuing' ( q8'5'9 )

Cf: The evolution-of the moves is always dependent on the

irectly in accordance with the land arts

land-man

- " The extent of civil govemment and statutory regulation, in qn
intermediate state of advancing civilization, is in inverse proportion to the
morality and spiituality of the citizenship.' ( 55-5-2 )

- " Wornnn's social position has generally varied inversely with the
degree of militarism in any nation or age.' ( 84-5'1 )

- " The truth and maturity of any religion is directly proportiorlna! to
its concept of the infinite personality of God and to its grasp of the absolute
unity of Deity.' ( 1-5-B )

- " Otff ideals tend to grow by geometical progression, while. our
ability to live up to them in enhanced oily by arithmetical progression."
( 103-4-2 )

- " Spirttuahty in time and space is measured inversely to the linear-
gravity response.' ( 42-11-3 )

" Spiritual development is determined by capicity therefore" '
io 

-discover 
bea-uw in thines. reconize truth in meanin

discov'er goodness invalues )
ln mearungsand
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" and $ directly proportional to tlrc erimination of the selfish qualities
of love.' ( 100-2-2 [

direciyp*r'"iis?i:f ,"J,ff T"r,i;:,7i,rtkl#ltii,,if 'f "::,:f,ffiff #;:,,r,
the spiritual concept of the [Jniversal Father., ( 102_4-5 )

- " sp.irttual assurance is the equivalent qf your personal relisious
expeience in the etemal realities of divine truth aid is 6therwis, ioiol-ioyour intelligent underctana!.ng-ttrytlt yqlilies plus your sptrttuat yaiin iia
minus your honest doubts., ( 13g-4_6 146-3_1 J

,,su;r,r{,i!,7i;;!}:;#;:;r::;:"!l#"##,'#';f;:li!:,#:'tof the
(i06-e_s ) 

" ̂

( i.e The ,.,*r, "ifr?#ff.j:iof 
the apparent actuatization of thk threefotd rrinitv"

" is directlv oropottional to the dk.appeqrgryce of the quatifications
and imperfectioitiof i.eatity in the coimoi.t ( IOA-g_i )-r 

"--

These are but a fery examples picked up here and there as I was readins the Book.but if some readers wou-l.d go dee_pea let th'em feei iiee to let ur r."o* uUo?i'ii."r1"*i
they. themselves. have discovered. The competition- 1s open to all atrd inciudd ;classitication which has just been started here. The prize frjr the best clissification wittbe presented on Jerusem at an unrevealed date. 

- r---

To simplify malter please write directly to M. Jean ROyER, Campredon, g4ZS0
LE THOR ( Frdnce ).

Le Thor, France.
Jean ROYER
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